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Ronald Adams, Robert Child, Muriel Harris,
and Kathleen Henriott

When planning training sessions for new staff, writing lab directors set

their agendas by considering the lab from several perspectives. As the
people who determine the lab's goals and services, directors must convey
the lab's philosophy to the tutors; as liaisons to the composition program,
they must acquaint tutors with departmental writing assignments and prior'
ities; as administrators who report statistics on student use of the lab, they

must show tutors how to keep records; and as teachers who advocate
one-to-one teaching, they must plan instruction that helps tutors become
good writing lab teachers. A director's vantage point is from the inside,
looking both at the lab's services and facilities and also at the lab's place in
the academic environment. This list of priorities is far from complete, but it
begins to suggest the variety of perspectives a director needs.
Yet, there are other perspectives to consider, perspectives not as fully
recognized as they should be. One perspective we seldom acknowledge is
that of the tutor. While the director is already inside the lab looking around
and out, the beginning tutor is outside looking in. What do new tutors want
to learn? What questions are on their minds? What confusions, hesitations,
worries, biases, and preferences do they have which need to be considered in
planning training session agendas? Another resource, already in the lab but
not sufficiently acknowledged, is the experienced tutor. Given the variety of
teaching styles different tutors have, they can draw on their variety of
experiences to suggest what should - and should not - have been included
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in their training. What this article offers is an attempt to consider these
various perspectives by addressing the question of what tutors and tutorsto-be want training sessions to cover. Among those on the outside looking
in are ( 1 ) a new peer tutor, selected for her promise as a teacher, high GPA,
and good writing skills but with no formal training in the teaching of writing;

and, (2) a graduate teaching assistant with classroom experience and training in the teaching of writing but with no tutoring experience. Then, from
the perspective of those on the inside looking around, we include a third
voice, that of an experienced lab tutor reflecting upon what he would like to
have been taught in his own training sessions. And finally, as a fourth voice,
we include that of the director-as-tutor, sharing her lab teaching experience
with her fellow lab instructors.

A. On the Outside Looking In
1. The Prospective Tutor (Kathleen Henriott)
As I begin my junior year as an English education major, I am aware that I
will face many emotional and physical challenges as I continue to run the
good race and try to find twenty-five hours in twenty-four hour days. I see a

respite ahead, however, when I consider my invitation to serve as an
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant (U.T.A) in the Writing Lab. I hope that
my participation as a peer tutor will give me an opportunity to pause and
learn in the midst of my learning. What better way to expand and explore
my education than to practice what I'm learning while I'm learning it?
On a campus which can depersonalize us and computerize our programs,
my introduction to the lab (interviews, orientation, and so on) has been
personalized and individualized. As a result, I feel valued for who I am and
for what I can bring to the program. Having my own mailbox for inter-office

communications, using a bulletin board for tutor-to-tutor humor, and
being given my first tide (and I just LOVE titles) have helped me to feel part
of and responsible for the success of the lab. Even the decor of the room -

comfortable couches, Bogart and Springsteen posters, and please-water-me

plants - gives the lab a "come on in and make yourself at home" feeling
which I believe encourages sharing. This atmosphere, which acknowledges
the potential value of the individual, not only enhances the self-esteem of
the new peer tutor but also recognizes the unique needs of each student who
comes to the lab for help.
Even though I appreciate the educational value of giving and receiving
individual attention, I have concerns (fears) when I realize that I will be part
of this approach to learning. Okay. So I can write. So I have an awareness of
and an appreciation for the uniqueness of words. I want to be an English
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teacher in the near future, but this is not the near future, and I'm not a
teacher yet. Pm just a student who loves to read and write. If I am to be a
tutor, I need to know that I can make mistakes and ask for help, and that I
have a cushion between the peer tutor's chair and the classroom teacher's
desk. I need to be sure that the students I tutor will recognize my student
status and allow me to say, "Pm here to help in any way I can. Let's work

together and, hopefully, when we're finished, we'll both have learned a

little."

With my lack of experience and abundance of enthusiasm, I am concerned that in my effort to "help," I might not know where helping stops
and hurting begins. Writing is such a personal thing, an expression of self,
that I want to be able to respect and maintain the student's writing style, but,

at the same time, help her to communicate her message - in her voice.
Of course the clarity of written communication depends upon correct
grammar. And while my writing skills are strong, in too many instances I
know how to punctuate a sentence or choose the right pronoun, but 1 can't
remember why. If I am to be an effective tutor, I will need to brush up on
some basic rules of grammar. But even if I memorize Harbrace, I still need to

develop my listening skills so that I will be able to hear what the other
student is saying and how she is saying it in order to help her to get words on
paper.

Even with my doubts and insecurities, I am ready, willing, and (the staff
believes) able to begin this unexpected but welcomed pause in the middle of
the action. If they believe that I can tutor my peers, then with their guidance
and encouragement and my interest and energy, I will try to believe that I can
too.

2. The Writing Teacher (Ronald Adams)

With several years of teaching at the secondary level behind me, I am
quite comfortable in front of a classroom full of students. For more than

year, I've also taught college composition, and Pm confident about m

knowledge of the subject matter, but as a potential graduate tutor in th
Writing Lab, I am uncomfortable and uncertain. The skills and knowledg

needed to identify and address a student writer's problem area(s) in

classroom and the writing lab may be basically the same, but the tutor has
function within the constraints of a single, drop-in session or a schedul

tutorial. Time constraints are a major source of my discomfort. As a tuto
how can I be certain that I am dealing with the real, deep structure probl

and not just applying a band-aid to a surface problem?

The referral slips that some instructors send to the lab with the studen

will help in this assessment; however, the referral slip raises anoth
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question. Am I free to establish a list of priorities with each student during
the tutorial, or must I adhere to the order of the problems on the referral

sheet? When I'm teaching writing, the temptation - often a result of
frustration - is always to begin with an easily solved problem and gradually
move on to the more difficult. The time factor of the tutorial makes this
temptation even stronger, yet if the setting of priorities is up to the student
and the teacher, how can I do what is best for the student without ruffling
the instructor's feathers?

A related source of discomfort is the area of communication. Certainly

good communication skills are essential in the classroom, but the tutor
works in a situation calling for a special set of skills. In the tutorial, the tutor
is never dealing with the student alone: the tutor is dealing with the student's
instructor as well. As an occupant of this middle ground, I will have to be

sensitive to the needs of both, but to what extent should I consider the
instructor? Do the needs of the student always come first, and, if so, how can

I avoid appearing judgmental toward the instructor? Time constraints rear

their ugly heads here too. Classroom instructors have the advantage of
getting to know students over the course of an entire term, while the tutor
must establish rapport with each student in an amazingly short period of
time. Students attending the tutorials voluntarily or on a regular basis can be
dealt with in a manner similar to that of the classroom, but what about the
students coming to the lab only once and those who bring hostility as well as
a paper? What communication techniques must 1 develop or hone to make

the tutorial worthwhile to all?

The attitudes that students and too many faculty members have about
the lab itself create yet another area of concern. The erroneous picture of a
writing lab as a department of remediation presents a roadblock to successful tutoring. We can deny this image until we are blue in the face, but the
truth is that labs deal in problem-solving. Whether the students are seeking
help with spelling, punctuation, or advanced rhetorical techniques, they are
still trying to overcome problems. What can 1 do as a tutor to dispel this
negative image and to convince both students and faculty that the lab is a

place for writers to work with writers and not a dumping ground for

remedial students?

Finally, I am concerned about me. The transition from the classroom to

the lab will be difficult. As a classroom teacher, my professional stance
dictated the writing assignments I gave my students and the grades they
received; I was free to reward effort as well as performance. As a tutor, I will
no longer have this control, and I am uncertain how I will respond to the

situation. I became a teacher to help people learn, but I'm not altruistic.
Helping someone, following his or her progress, and seeing results provide
me with an emotional high and the motivation to keep going. It's possible
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that after a tutorial I will never see the student again, and it's unlikely that I
will ever see the direct results of my one-to-one instruction. What can I do
to maintain an even keel emotionally? With little or no feedback, how am I
to know whether I am really helping the student sitting next to me? How can
I be sure that, through my own inexperience as a tutor, I am not actually
damaging a student's writing ability?

Of course, time and experience will go a long way in answering these
questions and eliminating my fears, but this is not enough. As a professional, I do not like to think that I will be ineffective as a tutor or, even
worse, damaging to a student writer. Realistically, of course, I know I will
always make some mistakes, but a tutor training program that addresses
these concerns would help me be a better and more effective tutor.

B, On the Inside Looking Around
3, The Experienced Lab Instructor (Robert Child)
Six years ago when I began working as a peer tutor, I felt pretty awkward;
in fact, my first tutorials were as frightening as my first dates. I didn't know

what to say - but I was scared to death of silence - and I can remember so
well not knowing what to do with my hands. I vacillated between being a
wimp and being overly aggressive, and no matter how much I was told not to
rely on handouts and texts, they were the only things that kept me from
sitting and staring at the student or his/her paper.
Now, three training programs later, I feel pretty good about my own
tutorials, but I'm not sure how much of that feeling is related to the training
programs and how much is related to the fact that I've been at it for six years.

I've been through the programs; Pve read the books and articles; I've
discussed it, fought it, and defended it; and I still don't know what the art of
tutoring really is. Nevertheless, I'm convinced that it is an art and that we
can use our experiences and observations to improve the training programs
we offer new tutors.

We constandy rely on these experiences and observations to monitor
and adjust our own tutorial strategies. Yet too often our tutor training
programs offer these fine-tuned strategies to our newcomers rather than
offering them the opportunity to get over the awkward feelings which
accompany their first tutorials. Too often we fail to offer new tutors the basic
tutorial survival skills which must be mastered before they can personalize and
fine-tune their own tutorial strategies. Thus, I have chosen here to look back at
the training programs I have observed as well as those I have been through in an
attempt to recall things which I was taught informally or on the job, things I wish

had been addressed, and things which I was taught but did not or could not use.
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a) Things which I was taught but could not or did not use

This category can be summed up with a composition teaching cliche:
"Don't tell. Show." The first time I ever saw a writing lab was when I
interviewed, and the first tutorial I got a close look at was the first one I did.
Like that first date, no matter how much the big kids told me about what to
do on a date, Pd never seen one. I knew from intuition and orientation that

the majority of students I was dealing with were frustrated with handouts
and texts, and that, if I used such materials, I wasn't really helping; I knew
that I wasn't supposed to give answers, but I didn't know how to avoid it.
Training programs often do a lot more telling than showing.
b) Things which I was taught informally or on the job

Until he has a foundation of strategies, the best orientation for the
newcomer involves no tutorials at all but actual practice in what we
preach - one-to-one instruction. New tutors should be scheduled for a time
in the writing lab, and they should use that time for observing experienced
tutors, sitting in on tutorials and discussing what actually takes place and
why. Even considering budget and schedule restraints, it amazes me that we
group new tutors in a staff meeting and/or classroom and tell them how
much more effective one-to-one instruction is than the traditional classroom situation.

Of course, we have time and financial burdens which often make this
sort of system seem idealistic and impossible, but even these problems can
be dealt with by creating mock situations outside the lab where new tutors
can encounter potential tutorial situations, both as tutors and tutees. In fact,
the few situations that do come in plain white boxes with black labels are
ideal for this sort of training, and it's best that new tutors first encounter our

stock characters in canned situations rather than in an actual tutorial. The
first time a tutor deals with the crier, the panic-depressive, the dead silent

type, or the teacher hater is always the worst, so why should it happen in the
lab?

c) Things I wish had been addressed

Experienced tutors may never stop to realize that they are constantly
moving back and forth between addressing the student and addressing the
problem; new tutors must realize this. Pushing a student's paper aside and
changing the discussion might not seem to require a tremendous amount of
knowledge, but it requires skill, skill which only comes with experience in

tutorial sessions. This ability to diagnose a student's needs and find a
starting point is the most crucial aspect of any tutor training program, and
there are a number of excellent materials which offer useful strategies.
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The fact that many new tutors don't receive complete instruction in
situational assessment is often part of a larger problem which is seldom
addressed: overseeing a new tutor. Even if it appears that she is acclimating
to the environment and method, there is always the chance that she will fall
into the "quick and dirty" syndrome, seeing herself as an assembly line
worker curing (or even worse, editing) that comma splice and moving to the
next one. No matter how much we scream * * process , ' ' we all have to admit the

lack of feedback, the masses of students we see, and the short time in which

we see them can turn a writing lab into a trap for the overscheduled,
inadequately oriented newcomer.
Before attempting to deal with any sort of tutor training, however, it
seems that we should consider what is often the most haphazard element in
the process, the apriori element - selection. Almost all tutor selection processes emphasize GPA, success as a writer of "correct" English, classroom

success (either as a student or as a teacher), and - to a lesser extent interpersonal skills and role-playing ability. In other words, we use the same

criteria for selecting lab personnel that we use for selecting classroom
teachers, yet we constantly tell our colleagues and ourselves how different
lab teaching is from classroom teaching. If it is, and I believe it is, then we

must recognize this difference in our selection process and at least reevaluate our hierarchy if not our categories. I, for one, think it would be
easier to show a tutor how to teach than how to develop a new personality.

4. The Lab Director Tutoring (Muriel Harris)
As an advocate of writing labs who has managed to acquire (and survive)
over nine years* experience in directing and tutoring in a lab, I have come to
realize that tutor training needs to focus on acquiring strategies and developing proper perspectives on writing lab work.

What shouldn't be heavily stressed is a kind of information I used to
think was essential. At first, as a new administrator in the process of getting
the lab off the ground (while simultaneously figuring out what a lab was
supposed to be), I assumed that the organizational structure of the lab was of
great importance to everyone. In addition, I assumed that other tutors were

as fascinated as I was by the evolving pile of paperwork that was being
developed to give shape to the amorphous setting of a writing lab. Thus I
spent far too much time acquainting new tutors with the physical organization of the lab, particularly our system of recording summaries of tutorials
in student folders, our diagnostic sheets, referral forms, evaluation notices,
notes to teachers, notices of missed tutorials, attendance slips for work-

shops, and so on. As a result, new tutors wandered around in a daze of
paperwork, so much so that for the first few weeks they were likely to freeze
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when a student came in. Does the white slip go in the folder? Where does the
attendance slip get filed? Does the teacher referral go in the student folder or
does the student keep it?
Lost in this maze of paper shuffling was the tutor's original priority - the
student. Writing labs exist to help students, and while record keeping may
help keep departmental administrators at bay, organizational concerns must
be secondary to instructional ones. Writing lab directors know the value of
paperwork, and we freely share our record-keeping systems with each other,
and this is all necessary. But we can become so enamored of the systems we
create that we think these are high-priority items for new tutors. Learning
"the system" is important, and tutors ought to figure it all out eventually,
but it should be a much lower priority item than I used to make it. Instead,
the highest priority should be helping new tutors acquire several kinds of
strategies.

One set of strategies is for diagnosing the student's writing problems,
strategies that new tutors are not likely to have at their fingertips. Instead,
beginning tutors may fall into the standard trap of considering diagnostic
work as giving names to errors and problems evident on the written page.
Certainly I did, for I used to spend far too much time reading the paper the
student brought in before I realized how different lab diagnostic work could
be, namely that the person sitting next to me was as valuable a source of
information as the paper. Moving back and forth from reading the paper to
asking students questions about what they've written (and why) is an art,
one for which we need a variety of diagnostic strategies to get at the real
cause of the visible symptoms on the page (see, for example, Harris, "Grab-

Bag of Diagnostic Techniques").
The problem is that without good diagnostic work, we are likely to offer
inappropriate help. For example, what does one make of a paper that seems
to jump abruptly from idea to idea with little attempt to tie ideas together
coherently? When I was first learning to tutor, I know what my response
was - a quiet note of congratulations to myself for being able to articulate
the problem to both the student and myself and then some instruction on
the use of transitions. The student, being the respectful type, probably sat
there and nodded as if something useful was transpiring. As I wondered why
the student returned to the lab with similar problems on the next paper, I
began to realize that a variety of different reasons could have caused the
problem (e.g., a lack of familiarity with various ways of signalling cohesion,
a lack of audience awareness, an inability to realize that the connections the
writer had in mind were missing from the page, etc.). In short, I needed the
studenťs help in figuring out what caused the problem and, therefore, what
solution was needed. Diagnostic strategies appropriate to the lab setting are
essential, and tutors need to acquire some because it's not likely that they
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have any or, at first, even realize the need for such strategies. We all come to
tutoring with the preconceived notion that the paper is the major and only
source for identifying writing problems, and new tutors need help in getting
past this limited - and limiting - view of what lab work includes.

Another equally crucial set of strategies are those that tutors need in

order to help students learn. Most of us start out in a tutorial setting
assuming we must know "the rules" and how to explain them. With some
lucid explaining on our part and some attempt to get the student to ask
questions if everything is not clear, we think we've done our job. Right?
Most new tutors would agree, as I used to, that tutoring is like classroom

teaching in that the prime requirement for the teacher is to be a clear
explainer or interpreter. Unfortunately, all too often a sparkling explanation, or even one totally devoid of grammatical terminology, is not likely to
result in instant correctness. Instead, we need strategies to help students
learn to figure out what we want them to know. And we need a variety of
strategies to suit a variety of learning styles. Reducing punctuation rules to

formulas or equations works for some students; using metaphors sometimes produces results for others. Picturing concepts in terms of boxes, flow
charts, and diagrams can also help. Using inductive methods for mastery of

grammar (see Freidman's "A Blueprint for Writing Lab Exercises") or
employing the technique of modeling (Harris, "Modeling") are other possibilities. As a tutor with nine years* experience, I have acquired some of
these strategies by trial and error and some by observing other tutors, but
new tutors don't have six or eight years to become seasoned veterans. They
need help in filling their grab-bags quickly.

And still another set of strategies that tutors need to acquire (or to
sharpen) are those which promote effective interaction and communication
between a tutor and a student. Experienced tutors all know how crucial it is
to the success of tutorial teaching to establish a friendly, supportive atmosphere, to know how to listen and how to set the other person at ease, and to
overcome such classic problems as defusing hostility or awakening some

interest in the indifferent student. These strategies can be acquired or
perfected by practice, by observation, and by sharing of experiences at tutor
meetings, but, however they are acquired, they are of great importance. We
can't change a tutor's personality or basic ability to work with other people,

a fact which makes the selection process so important (because human
concern, sympathy, and friendliness cannot be taught), but we can help
people improve their abilities and become more conscious of the need for
effective interpersonal skills.
Since the acquisition of most strategies is best accomplished through
practice and observation, the classroom is not the most effective setting, a
fact previously noted in this article. But some of what tutors need to acquire
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can be reinforced in the group setting of training sessions, namely some
perspectives on what writing labs are and what they do. As we tutor, we all
acquire a better understanding of what a writing lab is, but new tutors need
help in speeding the process along. Thus, drawing on our own experience,
we can help them articulate for themselves what a writing lab's function is,
how tutorials differ from classroom instruction, and what a lab can contribute to the tutor's own growth.
New tutors need such help because the obvious task at hand, helping a
student with a particular paper for a particular teacher or grade, distorts the
picture of what we really are about. It's hard for any tutor, even those of us
who have been at it so long (and ought to know better) not to be caught up in
working on the paper in front of us. We constantly have to force ourselves
into the wider view of our function, to help the writer acquire strategies for
future use, that is, to help the writer become a better writer, not to make the

paper a better paper. Discussions which keep reminding tutors of this
function are of great help, especially for new tutors defining their role. And
such discussions can also explore the way in which tutorials complement the

classroom. Too often, we forget that we are sharing our students with
classroom teachers who have their own goals, assignments, and materials to

cover, and too often we are inclined to become so involved with our
students' success that the classroom teacher inadvertently comes to be seen
as an adversary. But when the partnership is clarified, tutors can also see
how important it is to communicate with classroom teachers, to let them
know what is being worked on in tutorials. And, finally, tutor training
discussions can include consideration of another aspect of a lab's function,
that tutors work with the whole process of writing, not some limited aspect,
such as "remedial" writing, writing "problems," or grammatical errors. As
tutors begin to realize the scope of their work, they become better prepared
to help writers develop the ability to write, a complex act involving a wide
range of skills and processes.
As such discussions about the function of a writing lab help to orient new
tutors, tutor training sessions can also give tutors a perspective on how lab

tutorials differ from classroom instruction. Those of us not able to go
through tutor training programs need time and a lot of tutorials under our

belts before we can articulate for ourselves how tutoring differs from
classroom teaching, but once we've begun to figure out the difference, we
ought to share our insights with new tutors. Without such a perspective,
tutors are less likely to see the need for all the strategies we are trying to help

them acquire. They need to see that tutoring means interacting with the

student (not lecturing at him), that tutoring means individualizing and
recognizing the uniqueness of each student (not lumping him into a generalized category and teaching to that category), that tutoring is coaching not
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lecturing (Harris, "Roles a Tutor Plays"), that tutoring means focusing on
one or just a few topics (not racing through every problem in the paper), and
that tutoring means providing an audience or reader for the student (not an
evaluative critic). With these perspectives, new tutors begin to realize why
we need so many strategies at our fingertips. The seeming casualness of
tutorial conversations is a lot more complex than new tutors realize!
One last perspective that tutors ought to gain in tutor training sessions is
some sense of what a writing lab can contribute to the tutor's own growth.
We may plunge into tutoring for a variety of humanitarian or noble reasons,
but there are benefits that we should realize too, benefits that go beyond the
more obvious ones such as improvement of our own writing skill and our
conference techniques. Tutoring is indeed a valuable way to improve our

interpersonal skills - to learn how to set others at ease, how to guide
conversations without dictating the direction, how to shift the initiative to

the other person when it is appropriate, how to assess and deal with
personality quirks, and how to offer sympathy or to inject a little humor
when needed. Tutoring gives those going into the teaching of writing a new
perspective on classroom grading, especially on the effectiveness (or futility) of grading papers with extensive marginalia, on the different levels of
student understanding, and on the variety of student writing problems that

can cause similar errors or weaknesses in papers. In writing labs where
tutors take on responsibilities such as doing publicity, developing materials,
conducting small group workshops, and handling administrative concerns,
they have the opportunity not only to try out previously untapped skills but
also to acquire valuable new ones. In short, we veterans need to remind our
tutors of what we have already realized for ourselves - that the lab is as rich a
resource for us as it is for our students.
Obviously, if addressed in the agenda of tutor training sessions, all these
concerns would burden those meetings unduly - or else stretch them far
into the night. But, fortunately, many of these strategies and perspectives are
best learned not in the training session itself but in the day-to-day activity of

tutoring in a lab. Teacher education programs have long since recognized the
value of "in-service" training. Writing lab directors should also acknowledge that much of what is needed in tutor training goes on where the director

first learned how to tutor - in the midst of tutoring. Thus when the writing
lab is humming with activity, students are streaming in and out the door,
and tutors are consulting each other or the director, the tutor training

session is also going at filli blast.
5* Conclusion

These four perspectives, presented individually, don't say much that
hasn't been said before. Collectively and comparatively, however, they offer
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a multidimensional perspective which should prove useful for designing,
modifying, assessing - or just reflecting upon - a tutor training program.
The individual presentations repeatedly point out that each of us sets our
own agenda - our own priority list - for what a tutor training program
should offer, but more importantly, when taken together, they point out
that there are certain areas which should be addressed at all levels of
preparation.
When we analyze the list of concerns collectively, it becomes obvious
that all four perspectives address tutorial strategies (ranging from basic
grammar skills to listening and diagnostic skills), situational assessment

(who or what are we addressing - students, teachers, papers, administrators?) feedback, and time constraints.
Comparatively, however, what seem to be universal concerns prove to
be more diverse. Although we are all dealing with strategies, the levels at
which we address them are very different. The new peer tutor is looking for
strategies to keep her from imposing on a student's text; the new tutor with
prior teaching experience is looking for strategies to deal with being caught

in the middle philosophically and pedagogically; the experienced tutor
wants to ensure that fine-tuned strategies aren't presented before basic
principles are understood, and the director is concerned with presenting
several types of strategies to new tutors. Part of the confusion here is simply
the fuzziness of our terminology, but it does point out very clearly that we
need to make sure that we don't push too hard and too fast into specifics
before establishing basic skills.

Direct comparisons between the perspectives show an even greater
discrepancy among concerns. In fact, it is here that we truly begin to see the
breakdowns between what we offer tutor trainees and what they perceive as

their needs. The tight focus of the ' 'outsiders" on specific concerns associated with acclimating to a new environment is especially enlightening
when compared to the unidirectional views from the "inside," which focus

on the skills associated with good tutoring rather than on any general
orientation. Indeed, the concerns and ideas garnered from years of experi-

ence may work against us in a training program. Those of us who have
already achieved some sense of professional status fail to take notice of the
sense of belonging that comes with having a place in the lab to hang your
coat and pick up your mail, things which contribute greatly to enhancing the
new tutor's "self-esteem," and it's something we tend to forget - to take for

granted. Another interesting point is that both of the new people are
concerned about some allowance for error, yet both "insiders" ignore this
issue. We expect newcomers to make mistakes; in fact, that's what a tutor
training program is for - to minimize error - but we forget to address this
issue directly or attempt to eliminate the fear associated with expectations of
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perfection. Finally, it is interesting to note that one of the newcomers makes
the only mention of the stigma of remediation occasionally associated with
writing labs. Once again, those of us on the inside have a tendency to let our
own perspectives color our training programs, and we forget to address
things that we discount as wrongheadedness.

To help interpret the perspectives we have offered here and to help
develop "worry lists" of your own, we have outlined the concerns of each of
the four writers of this article (see Appendix A) and have established some
basic criteria - a checklist of sorts - to consider when establishing and/or
evaluating a tutor training program (see Appendix B). Both of these appendices should help when you're trying to break away and gain a new perspective, but the most productive way to gain the multidimensional perspective
that a good training program needs is to keep the lines of communication
open and "write" an article of this type in every staff meeting or training
session.
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APPENDIX A

Multidimensional Perspectives
The Prospective Tutor
• practical preparation for teaching

• personal nature of the lab
-a sense of belonging (community)
-being treated as a professional
-enhanced self-confidence

• the need for allowance for error

• the need to be eased into responsibility
• the need for a strong support system
• a concern for intruding on a student's text
• a concern for translating intuitive skills into pedagogy (lack of strategies)

• the need to develop listening skills (interpersonal skills)

The Writing Teacher
• concerns about time constraints (especially with diagnosis)
-fear of a quick fix
-the need to prioritize strategies

• concerns about degree of autonomy
-hesitation about being caught in the middle
• concerns about not getting feedback/seeing progress
-minimal feedback may make a tutor's success hard to measure
• concerns about overcoming the remedial image

The Experienced Lab Instructor
• ensuring tutors' basic skills before teaching them strategies
• the need to do observations before tutorials
-discussions based on observations

-mock tutorials for common but difficult situations
• situational assessment

-when to address the student and when to address the paper

• overscheduling
-no feedback

-too many situations in progress
-time constraints too demanding at first
• re-evaluation of selection criteria
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The Lab Director
• confusion of administrative and tutorial concerns

-focus on paperwork rather than students
• the need to learn strategies
-diagnostic strategies (rather than labeling of skills)
-interpersonal skills
• the need for a variety of learning experiences
-practice
-observation
-discussion

-the need to vary selection criteria
-the need to stress to tutors how they benefit from tutoring
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APPENDIX B
A Multidimensional Checklist for Designing/
Modifying/Evaluating a Tutor Training Program
□ Check basic skills
□ Offer a strong support system

D Clearly identify clientele
D Establish an allowance for error
□ Ease the tutor into responsibility
D Clearly separate administrative and teaching concerns

□ Establish clear philosophical parameters
-intrusion
-autonomy

-allegiance
□ Offer a variety of learning situations
-discussion
-observation

-practice

D Teach diagnostic strategies
D Teach ways to work within time constraints
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